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The existence of equilibria is established in an overlapping generations exchange 
economy, where each generation lives for two periods and the commodity space is 
the positive cone of an infinite dimensional Riesz space. In particular, we establish 
the existence of equilibria in the stochastic overlapping generations model, i.e., we 
establish the existence of equilibria when the commodity space in each period is L, 
equipped with the Mackey topology T(L~, L,). ~0 1989 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTROUUCTI~N 
P. Samuelson’s consumption loan model [41] and its various extensions, 
i.e., overlapping generations models [7, 8,221, constitute one of the two 
major paradigms in general equilibrium analysis; the other is, of course, the 
Arrow-Debreu model [6,15]. For an insightful comparison of these two 
models see the work of J. Geanakoplos [19]. 
An essential feature of overlapping generations models is that each 
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generation’s commodity space is a subset of a finite dimensional vector 
space. Consequently, uncertainty can only be included in these models if we 
posit a finite dimensional state space. This restrictive assumption precludes 
an overlapping generations analysis of financial markets modeled on 
L,-Hilbert spaces as in the recent work of J. H. Harrison and D. M. Kreps 
[24] or in the work of D. Duffie and C. F. Huang [ 171 or consideration 
of a stochastic overlapping generations model with commodity space L,. 
In this paper, we shall prove the existence of equilibria in overlapping 
generations models where each agent’s consumption set lies in the positive 
cone of an infinite dimensional Riesz space. As such, our overlapping 
generations models are instances of exchange economies with a countable 
number of agents and an infinite dimensional commodity space. The first 
explicit treatment of overlapping generations models as special cases of 
economies with a “double infinity” of agents and commodities (or large 
square economies as they are called by J. Ostroy [33]) is due to C. A. 
Wilson [44]. Although Wilson’s model is a special case of our more 
general analysis, his work has been the seminal influence on the research 
reported in this paper. 
There has been a recent renaissance in the general equilibrium analysis 
of economies with infinite dimensional commodity spaces, since T. F. 
Bewley’s path breaking work [lo] in 1971. Most of this work on existence 
of equilibria has assumed either a finite number of agents as in [2, 28, 31, 
34, 37, 45, 461 or a continuum of traders as in [48] or a measure space 
of agents as in [25, 303 or a nonstandard number of agents as in [ 121. An 
exception is the recent paper by S. F. Richard and S. Srivastava [38], 
where they consider economies with a countable number of agents. 
Similarly, the recent explosion of papers on overlapping generations 
models has been, for the most part, concerned with the issues of Pareto 
optimality [13, 14, 211 and indeterminancy [lS, 20, 271. In contrast, this 
paper is concerned with the existence of equilibria in exchange economies 
with a countable number of agents and an infinite dimensional Riesz space 
of commodities, with particular attention to the overlapping generations 
model. 
Our method of proof derives from the arguments of T. F. Bewley [lo], 
in that we consider a countable family of subeconomies where the n th sub- 
economy consists of the first n agents. Using A. Mas-Collel’s recent equi- 
librium existence theorem for finite exchange economies with a Riesz space 
of commodities [31], we construct a sequence of equilibria, one for each 
subeconomy. We must now take the “limit” of these allocations and prices. 
At this point, we have a choice of price normalizations. We can normalize 
prices such that the social endowment has unit value (in which case, the 
limit price may be a non-zero singular price that assigns zero value to each 
agent’s initial endowment). Or we can normalize prices according to 
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C. A. Wilson [44] so that the first agent’s initial endowment has unit value 
(in which case, the limit price may assign infinite value to the social 
endowment). 
For the general case, we adopt the first approach and prove the existence 
of a very weak equilibrium notion which we call a weak quasiequilibrium. 
In a weak quasiequilibrium, the limit price supports the limit allocation but 
budget equality may not hold for any agent. 
For the special case of overlapping generations models, we adopt the 
second normalization. Our major innovation here is the explicit construc- 
tion of the commodity space for the overlapping generations models as the 
inductive limit of subspaces which contain the consumption sets of each 
generation. This new space does not contain the social endowment. 
However, the dual of this Riesz space is the space of prices which contain 
our limit price. Our construction of the commodity and price spaces for the 
overlapping generations models explicates the fundamental difference 
between these models and Arrow-Debreu models, i.e., the failure of Walras’ 
law in overlapping generations models. In fact, since the social endowment 
does not lie in the commodity space of the agents, Walras’ law is not even 
defined in our overlapping generations models. From this perspective, the 
surprising fact about overlapping generations models is not the sub- 
optimality or indeterminancy of equilibria but rather the existence of 
equilibria. The construction of the commodity and price spaces as inductive 
and projective limits respectively, is basic to our analysis, and its 
mathematical foundation is discussed in detail in Section 3. 
The intended interpretation of Samuelson’s original Consumption Loan 
Model is an infinite horizon version of Irving Fisher’s general equilibrium 
model of intertemporal exchange as exposited in Fischer’s classic work 
“The Theory of Interest.” It is fitting that impatience or myopia which play 
such an important role in Fischer’s analysis of capital markets should also 
be central to our study of intertemporal exchange. In Section 4 of this 
paper, we introduce a notion of myopic preferences which is a proper 
generalization of the notions of impatience introduced by D. J. Brown and 
L. M. Lewis [ II] and subsequent authors [32, 351. 
The major result of this paper is Theorem 8.1. It simply asserts that if in 
an overlapping generations model each generation’s consumption set is the 
positive cone of a Riesz space E so that E together with its dual E’ 
constitute a symmetric Riesz dual system, then equilibria always exist. 
Symmetric Riesz dual systems as models of the commodity-price duality 
were introduced into general equilibrium analysis by C. D. Aliprantis and 
D. J. Brown [ 11. Special cases of symmetric Riesz dual systems are (1) L, 
paired with L, and (2) Lz paired with L,. Hence, our existence theorem 
demonstrates the existence of equilibria in stochastic overlapping genera- 
tions models and in overlapping generations models with financial markets. 
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2. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
This work will utilize the theory of Riesz spaces. For details and exten- 
sive treatments of the theory of Riesz spaces we refer the reader to the 
books [4, 5, 29,43, 471. 
For the rest of this section the letter E will denote a Riesz space. A 
subset A of E is said to be a solid set whenever 1x1 < 1 yl and y E A imply 
x E A. A solid vector subspace of E is known as an ideal. The principal ideal 
A, generated by an element x E E is the smallest ideal containing x and is 
precisely the set 
An order bounded linear functional f: E -+ &! is said to be order con- 
tinuous (or a normal integral) whenever x, 5 0 in E impliesS(x,) + 0 in W. 
The vector subspace of all order continuous linear functionals is a band of 
E”, and is denoted by E,“. It is important to keep in mind that each 
4~ E” has a unique decomposition 4 = 4, + d,, where 4, is order 
continuous and 4, E (E,” )d. The linear functional 4, is called the order 
continuous (or the normal) component of 4, and $, is called the singular 
component of 4. If $n = 0 (i.e., if 4 E (E,” )d), then 4 is called a singular 
functional; otherwise it is called non-singular. Riesz spaces with an 
abundance of normal integrals will play a crucial role in our study and for 
this reason we give them a name. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A Riesz space E is said to be a normal Riesz space, 
whenever 
1. E is Dedekind complete; and 
2. E,” separates the points of E, i.e., if x # 0, then there exists some 
4 E E,” with 4(x) # 0. 
It should be noted that every ideal of a normal Riesz space is a normal 
Riesz space in its own right. An ideal A of E is said to be order dense in 
E whenever for each x E E+ there exists a net (x~} of A with 0 6 x, r x in 
E. An ideal A is order dense if and only if Ad = {O}. 
The null ideal of an order bounded linear functional 4 is defined by 
Nd:= {xEE: 141 (Ixl)=O}, 
and its carrier is the band C, := (N,)d. Clearly, ~5 is strictly positive on C,, 
i.e., 0 <x E C, implies b(x) > 0. By the above the null ideal iVb is order 
dense in E if and only if C, = {O}. 
It is important to note that on a normal Riesz space every singular func- 
tional has an order dense null ideal. The details follow. 
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THEOREM 2.2. If E is a normal Riesz space and q6 is a singular linear 
functional on E (i.e., # E (E,- )d), then its null ideal N, is order dense in E. 
Proof Assume 4 E (E,” )“, and let x E C,. If II/ E E,” , then +I+, and so 
by [4, Theorem 3.9, p. 231 we have C, E N,. Thus, /$I (1x1) = 0, and in 
view of 1$(x)1 < 111/l ([xl), we see that Ii/(x) =0 for ail tj E E;. Therefore, 
(NJ’= C, = {O}, and hence N, is order dense in E. i 
A Riesz dual system (E, E’) is a Riesz space E together with an ideal E’ 
of E” that separates the points of E such that the duality is the natural 
one, i.e., (x, x’} =x’(x) holds for all x E E and all x’ E E’. A Riesz dual 
system (E, E’) is called symmetric whenever E--considered embedded 
naturally in (E’)--is an ideal of (E’)“, i.e., whenever (E’, E) is also a 
Riesz dual system. A Riesz dual system (E, E’) is symmetric if and only 
if every order interval of E is c(E, E’)-compact; see [S, Theorem 11.13, 
p. 1701. For simplicity, the topology a(E, E’) will be denoted by w and it 
will be called the weak topologji. 
Special and important examples of locally convex-solid Riesz spaces are 
provided by the Banach lattices. Recall that a Riesz space equipped with a 
lattice norm is called a normed Riesz space, A complete normed Riesz space 
is known as a Banach lattice. A Banach lattice is said to be an AM-space 
whenever for all x, y Z 0 we have /Ix v y/l = max{ llxll, llyll }. An AM-space 
is said to have a unit e>O whenever 
(1x1/ =inf{IZ>O: 1x1 <lie) 
holds for ail X. Every AM-space with unit is lattice isometric to some C(Q) 
for a unique Hausdorff compact topological space 52, where the unit 
corresponds to the constant function one on Sz; see [S, Theorem 12.28, 
p. 1941. 
It is important to keep in mind that if E is a Dedekind complete Riesz 
space and x # 0, then the principal ideal A, under the lattice norm 
IIyllZ =inf(d>O: 1.~~1 <A [xl>, YEA,, 
is an AM-space having 1x1 as a unit; see [S, Theorem 12.20, p. 1871. In 
addition, the locally convex-solid topology generated by II .[I m (which will 
be denoted by T,) is the finest locally convex-solid topology that A, 
admits. 
3. THE IDEAL GENERATED BY A COUNTABLE SET 
As mentioned in the Introduction, the main purpose of this work is to 
study economies with a countable number of agents. This naturally leads 
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us to the study of ideals generated by a countable number of elements. As 
far as we know, there is not a comprehensive study of these ideals available 
in the mathematical literature. For this paper and for future reference, we 
gather below some of the remarkable algebraic and topological properties 
of the ideals generated by a countable number of elements. 
For the discussion in this section E will denote a fixed Dedekind 
complete Riesz space. Also, we shall fix a sequence { 0,} of E and we shall 
let A denote the ideal generated by the sequence {e,}. Clearly, A is the 
same as the ideal generated by the sequence {e,}, where 4, =Cyzl le,l, 
n = 1, 2, . . . . Thus, replacing each 8, by e,, we can assume without loss of 
generality that 0 d 0, t holds in E. Note that 
For each n we shall denote by A, the principal ideal generated by 8,, i.e., 
A, = {X E E: 31> 0 with 1x1 6 10,) 
The ideal A, equipped with the lattice norm 
llxlln=inf{l>O: 1x1 ae,}, XEA,, 
is a Banach lattice. In fact, A, under II I[,, is an AM-space having 8, as a 
unit. From 0 < t9,t in E, we see that A,, G A,, 1 holds for all n and 
A = lJ,“= 1 A,. We shall denote by c, the norm topology induced on A, by 
II .Iln. Since llxll “+ 1 Q llxlln holds for all XE A,, it follows that tn+ 1 G 5, 
holds on A,. To avoid trivialities we shall also assume that the inclusion 
An~An+, is proper for all n. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The inductive limit topology [ is the finest locally 
convex topology on A for which all the embeddings i, : (A,, 5,) 4 (A, 4) are 
continuous. 
The topology 5 is uniquely determined in the following sense. If {x”} is 
another sequence that generates A (we can suppose 0 < x, t in E) and B, 
denotes the principal ideal generated by x,, then the inductive limit 
topology of the sequence {B,} on A is precisely <. To see this, let B, be 
equipped with the lattice norm 
lllxllin = inf{;l> 0: 1x1 d Ilx,), XEB,,, 
and let q, denote the topology induced by 111. /IIn on B,. Also, denote by u 
the finest locally convex topology on A such that all embeddings 
j,,: (B,, q,) G (A, q) are continuous. Now if k is fixed, then there exists 
some n and some M > 0 satisfying 8, < Mx,. This implies Ak E B, and 
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lllxliln d M I(xllk for all XE A,. Therefore, the natural embedding 
ink: (Ak, tk)4 (B,, qn) is continuous and since j,,: (B,, r],) 4 (A, n) is also 
continuous, we see that each i, =j, 0 ink: (Ak, tk) 4 (A, ‘I) is continuous. 
Therefore, q E t must hold. By the symmetry of the situation, we infer that 
5 c v], and hence r = 5. 
A basis at zero for the topology 4 consists of the sets of the form 
where V, E A, is a c,-neighborhood of zero (and, of course, co X denotes 
the convex hull of the set X in A). An immediate consequence of the above 
observation is that a linear functional j A -+ 9 is 4-continuous if and only 
if f restricted to each A, is (,-continuous. The reader can find the general 
theory of inductive limits in the books [23, 40, 42-J. Next, we shall list the 
basic properties of the inductive limit topology 5. 
THEOREM 3.2. The locally convex space (A, 5) is a locally convex-solid 
Riesz space whose topological dual coincides with the order dual of A, i.e., 
(A, 4)’ = A- holds. In particular, 5 is a Hausdorff topology if and only if the 
order dual A- separates the points of A (and hence, in this case, (A, A’) is 
a Riesz dual system). 
Proof If V, is a solid <,-neighborhood of A,,, then U,“= , V,, is a solid 
subset of A, and hence co(lJ,“= i V,) is a solid r-neighborhood of A; see [4, 
Theorem 1.3, p. 41. This implies that g is also a locally solid topology. 
Next, note that a linear functional f: A + 9 is order bounded (i.e., 
,f~ A - ) if and only if f restricted to each A,, is order bounded. Since A, is 
a Banach lattice, its order dual coincides with its norm dual [.5, 
Corollary 12.5, p. 1761, and so a linear functional f: A --+ 9 is order 
bounded if and only if f restricted to each A, is (,-continuous (i.e., if and 
only if fg (A, 0’). Thus, (A, <)’ = A” holds. m 
It should be kept in mind that if E- separates the points of E, then A” 
also separates the points of A, and hence the inductive limit topology 5 is 
always a Hausdorff locally convex-solid topology on A. 
For the rest of the discussion in this section we shall assume that A- 
separates the points of A so that the inductive limit topology < is a 
Hausdorff locally convex-solid topology. More properties of the topology 
5 are included in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. The inductive limit topology 5 on A is barrelled, Mackey 
(i.e., 5 = T(A, A ” )) and bornological. 
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Proof See [40, pp. 81-821. 1 
Remarkably, the strong order dual A - of A is a Frechet lattice. 
THEOREM 3.4. The order dual A- with the strong topology /?(A”, A) is 
a Frechet lattice. 
Proof. Combine [23, Proposition 5, p. 1711 with [23, Corollary 4, 
p. 1661. 1 
Next, we shall discuss the case when 5 is a strict inductive limit. As we 
mentioned before, the inductive limit topology 5 on A is independent of the 
generating sequence { 0,}. 
Now assume that there exists a disjoint sequence (on} of E+ (i.e., 
o, A o, = 0 for n #m) that generates the ideal A; we can assume that 
o, > 0 holds for all n. Put ti, = Cy= i oi and let C, denote the principal 
ideal generated by 6,. Note that I$, A o,, + i = 0 holds for all n. Let x E C,. 
If 1>0 satisfies 1x1 <A&,,, then clearly 1x1 6 A&“+, holds. On the other 
hand, if A > 0 satisfies 1x1 d I&,+ i, then we have 
1x1 = 1x1 A E*h,,+ , = 1x1 A kz,+ 1x1 A h,+l 
= 1x1 A ki3, < Af& 
Thus, a constant 1 >O satisfies 1x1 6 IQ, if and only if (xl < ;I&,+ i. This 
shows that IIxII,= ll&+l holds for all x E C,, i.e., /I . IIn+ i restricted to C, 
is precisely (I . II n. It is, therefore, immediate that C, is r,, + ,-closed in C, + i . 
In this case, 5 is the strict inductive limit of the sequence {C,} of AM- 
spaces. I. Kawai [26, Theorem 6.6, p. 3 111 has also proven the converse. 
THEOREM 3.5 (Kawai). The inductive limit topology < on A is a strict 
inductive limit topology tf and only if A is generated by a disjoint sequence 
of non-zero positive elements. 
It is interesting to note that when < is the strict inductive limit, the ideal 
A has a nice representation; see [26, Theorem 6.6, p. 31 l] for details. 
THEOREM 3.6 (Kawai). Zf 5 is a strict inductive limit, then there exists a 
locally compact and a-compact Hausdorff topological space L? such that A is 
lattice isomorphic to C,(Q) (the Riesz space of all continuous real-valued 
functions on Sz with compact support). 
In addition, if H= {h E C(Q): h(o) > 0 Vo E Q}, then the sets 
V,j = (f E C,(Q): If (o)l < h(o)Vo EQ}, heH, 
form a basis at zero for the r-neighborhoods. 
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When l is the strict inductive limit, then it also has a number of extra 
properties. 
THEOREM 3.7. If r is the strict inductive limit, then: 
1. The locally convex-solid Riesz space (A, 5) is topologically complete 
and non-metrizable. 
2. The topology 5 induces 5, on each A,, and each A,, is t-closed in A. 
3. A subset of A is t-bounded if and only tfit is contained in some A,, 
and is (,-bounded there. 
Recall that a topological vector space (X, r) is said to have the 
Dunford-Pettis property if x, z x in X and f,, G fin X’ (the topological 
dual of (X, r)) imply fn(x,) -+f (x). The reader will notice here that the 
Dunford-Pettis property is nothing else than a joint sequential continuity 
of the evaluation map (x, p) HP .x. The lack of joint continuity of the 
evaluation map is one of the major differences between economies with 
finite and infinite dimensional commodity spaces. For more about the 
Dunford-Pettis property, see [5, Section 193. 
THEOREM 3.8. If 5 is the strict inductive limit, then (A, 5) has the 
Dunford-Pettis property. 
Proof Assume x” s x in A and p, Y p in A’. Then the set 
{ x, x1, x2, . ..} is weakly bounded, and hence l-bounded. By 
Theorem 3.7(3) there exists some k such that {x, x1, x2, . ..} s A,. 
Now consider each p,, restricted to A,. Clearly, pn E A; for each n, 
and moreover, pn 1 p in A’ implies p, “f p in A;. By a theorem of 
A. Grothendieck [S, Theorem 13.13, p. 2111, we see that p, s p also holds 
in A;. Since A, has the Dunford-Pettis property [5, Theorem 19.6, p. 3361, 
we infer that p,, . x, +p . x, as desired. 1 
By Theorem 3.4 we know that the strong dual of A is a Frechet lattice. 
When { is the strict inductive limit, then the strong dual of A is, in fact, 
an order continuous Frtchet lattice. 
THEOREM 3.9. If 5 is the strict inductive limit, then A” with the strong 
topology B(A -, A) is an order continuous Frechet lattice.’ 
Proof Assume that 5 is the strict inductive limit. Let f, JO hold in A” 
and let B be a t-bounded subset of A. We have to show that {f,} 
converges to zero uniformly on B. 
’ In this case, it turns out that (A-, B(A-, A)) is also the projective limit of the sequence 
{A;}. For details see [40, Proposition 15, p. 851. 
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By Theorem 3.7(3) there exists some n such that Bc A,. If we consider 
each f, restricted to A,, then {f,} as a net of AL satisfies f, JO. Since A, 
is an AM-space, its norm dual AA is an AL-space, and so Ai has order 
continuous norm. Therefore, 11 fall JO holds, and from this we see that (f,} 
converges to zero uniformly on B. 1 
Now assume that A is generated by a disjoint sequence {on} of non-zero 
positive elements, so that t is the strict inductive limit topology. We shall 
also assume one extra condition; namely that o = sup{w,: n = 1,2, . ..} 
exists in E, i.e., we shall assume that 
holds in E. 
If A, denotes the principal ideal generated by w in E, then we have the 
following ideal inclusions 
AsA,zE, 
where the ideal A is order dense in A,. We shall denote by z, the locally 
convex-solid topology on A, generated by the latice norm 
[lx/l o3 = inf(1 > 0: 1x1 < Aa}, XEA,. 
Notice that the lattice norm II . I( m restricted to each A, (the principal ideal 
generated by &,) satisfies llxll o. < llxll,, for all x E A,, and so the inclusions 
i, : (A,, 5,) 4 (A, zoo) are all continuous. This implies that on A we have 
roe G 5, where the inclusion is proper by Theorem 3.7( 1). Since any locally 
convex-solid topology t on A, satisfies r c r, [4, Theorem 16.7, p. 1123, 
we see that 
holds on A. In addition, it should be noted that 5 cannot be extended to 
a locally convex-solid topology on A,. (Indeed, if 5 extends to a locally 
convex-solid topology on A,, say [, then 4~ z, must hold on A,. There- 
fore, <=rm on A, which means that 5 is metrizable on A, contrary to 
Theorem 3.7( 1 ).) 
The following example illustrates all the preceding spaces and topologies. 
EXAMPLE 3.10. Let E = a*, the vector space of all real sequences, and 
let t be the locally convex-solid topology of pointwise convergence. For 
each n let w, = (0, . . . . 0, 1, 0, 0, . ..). where the 1 occupies the nth position. 
Clearly, {w”} is a disjoint sequence of positive elements, such that 
o=sup(o,:n=1,2 )... }=(l, 1, l)... ). 
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It is easily seen that 
1. A,=l,; 
2. A=d= ((x,, x2, . . )~%!~“:3k with x,=0 Vnak}; 
3. A’= A” =BY=; and 
4. the topology 5 is the locally convex-solid topology on 4 having a 
basis at zero consisting of the sets of the form 
v= {(x,, x*, . . . )E& IXjl <y,ViEM}, 
where (y,, y,, . ..) E W” satisfies y, > 0 for each i. i 
Finally, we close the section with the following remark. If {on} is a 
disjoint sequence, then 
w=sup{o,:n= 1,2, . ..) 
exists in the universal completion E” of E. This means that A, can be 
defined as the ideal generated by o in E”, and so the II.11 oc norm on A, 
always induces t, on A. For the concept of the “universal completion” of 
a Riesz space see [29,4]. 
4. PREFERENCES AND UTILITY FUNCTIONS 
In this section E will denote an Archimedean Riesz space and z a linear 
topology on E. For this paper a preference is a binary relation on E+ 
which is complete, reflexive, and transitive. A preference 3 is said to be: 
1. monotone, whenever x > y 2 0 implies x 3 y; 
2. strictly monotone, whenever x > y 3 0 implies x > y; 
3. conuex, whenever the set {y E E+: y+ x} is convex for each 
XE E+; and 
4. T-continuous, if for each XE E+ the sets {y E E+: y+x} and 
{ZE E+: x+z} are both z-closed in Et. 
A commodity bundle v is said to be strongly desirable for a preference + 
whenever for each x E E+ and each c1> 0 we have x + c1v > x. 
A. Mas-Cole11 [31] introduced the notion of uniform properness for 
preferences as follows. 
DEFINITION 4.1 (Mas-Colell). Let E be a Riesz space, r a linear 
topology on E, and 3 a preference on E+. Then + is said to be uniformly 
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r-proper whenever there exists some u > 0 and some T-neighborhood V of 
zero such that x - au + z 3 x in E+ with c1> 0 implies z $ aV. 
Any vector v that satisfies the preceding property will be referred to as 
a vector of uniform properness for $. A vector v of uniform properness for 
a preference $ is automatically a strongly desirable bundle. 
If + is a preference and x E E+ , then (as usual) the set (y~E+:y+x} 
will be denoted by P(x), that is, 
P(x)= (y~E+:y>x}. 
THEOREM 4.2 (Mas-Colell). Let z be a locally convex topology on a 
Riesz space E and let > be a preference on E+. Then 3 is uniformly 
r-proper if and only if there exists a non-empty T-open convex cone r such 
that 
(a) rn(-E+)#a; and 
(b) (x+~)nP(x)=@forall XEE+. 
Recently, S. F. Richard [36] has shown that a uniformly proper 
preference can be extended to a preference on a convex set with a non- 
empty interior containing E+; see also [39]. On an AM-space with unit a 
monotone preference with a strongly desirable commodity is automatically 
uniformly norm proper. This was pointed out by A. Mas-Cole11 [ 311. 
THEOREM 4.3 (Mas-Colell). Zf a monotone preference on the positive 
cone of an AM-space with unit has a strongly desirable commodity, then it 
is uniformly norm proper. 
We now turn our attention to utility functions. Recall that every function 
I(: E+ + &? defines a preference by saying that x 3 y whenever U(X) > u(y). 
If > is a preference, then a function U: E+ + @ that satisfies x 2, y if and 
only if U(X) > u( y) is called a utility function representing &. 
The order continuous utility functions will play a crucial role in our 
study and for this reason we give them a name. 
DEFINITION 4.4. An order continuous utility function U: E+ -+ ~8 will be 
referred to as a myopic utility function, i.e., a function U: E+ --, 92 is said to 
be myopic whenever x, 5 x in E+ implies u(x,) -+ U(X) in 9. 
Myopia (i.e., order continuity) should be interpreted as a mathematical 
notion that captures the economic intuition of impatience; see [ 111. A 
different notion of impatience was also introduced recently by R. A. Becker, 
J. H. Boyd, and C. Foias in [9]. 
Note that if a utility function u: E+ --) .@ is continuous for an order con- 
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tinuous locally solid topology z (i.e., X, 5 x implies x, 5 x), then u is 
automatically myopic. Also, if E is a Frtchet lattice, then every myopic 
utility function U: E+ + B? is continuous. This follows immediately from the 
fact that in a Frtchet lattice every topologically convergent sequence to 
some point x has an order convergent subsequence to x; see [4, Exercise 
8, p. 1231. 
A myopic utility function is not necessarily topologically continuous and 
a topologically continuous utility function need not be myopic. The next 
two examples clarify the situation. 
EXAMPLE 4.5 (A myopic utility function which is not topologically con- 
tinous.) Let E = I, and let T be the order continuous locally convex-solid 
topology induced on E by the /,-norm. Now consider the utility function 
u: Ei --t W defined by 
u(x)= f xj, x=(xl,xZ,...)~E+. 
i= 1 
Clearly, u is strictly monotone and concave, and, moreover, we claim that 
it is also myopic, To see the latter, let x, 5 x in E+, where x, = (xp, x;, . ..) 
and x = (x,, x2, . ..). Pick a net {yb} of E+ such that Ix, - x( < yo, for each 
tl and y, JO. From 
b(X,)-~(X)l6 -i: lxs-xil6 f Y~‘llYclll1 
i=l i= I 
and I(yJ 1 JO, we see that u(x,) + u(x), and so u is order continuous. 
Now we claim that the utility fuction is not r-continuous. To see this, for 
each n pick some k, > n with Cr=, l/i > 1 and let 
1 1 1 
x,= - - 
n’ n + 1’ 
*“’ -, 
k, 
0, 0, . . . ) n = 1, 2, . . . . 
Then { xn} is a sequence of E+ satisfying lim, _ oo (Ix,(( z = 0 (i.e., x, 4 0). 
On the other hand, the inequalities 
u(x,) = 5 f > 1 > 0 = U(O), 
i=n 
show that u(x,) P 0, and hence u is not r-continuous. 1 
EXAMPLE 4.6 (A topologically continuous utility function which is not 
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myopic). Consider the Riesz space C[O, l] and define U: (C[O, 11)’ -+ W 
by 
u(x) = ib’ Jxct> dt. 
Then u is I( . (1 ,-continuous, strictly monotone, strictly concave, and it fails 
to be order continuous; see [S, Exercise 15, p. 1993. 1 
The myopic utility functions have the following interesting continuity 
property. 
THEOREM 4.7. If u: E+ + S? is a myopic utility function, then on every 
principal ideal of E the utility function u is II.II ,-continuous. 
Proof. Let XE E+, and let {y,} be a sequence of A, such that 
IIY-Y”ll, -0. Put 
E~=SUp(Ilyi-yll~: i2n) 
and note that E, 10 and that 1 y, - yl G E,X for all n. Since E,X JO holds in 
E, it follows that y, 5 y in E, and so by the order continuity of U, we see 
that U(YJ -, U(Y). I 
Recall that a untility function U: E+ + ~22 is said to be quasi-‘concave 
whenever 
u(ax + (1 -Coy) 2 min{u(x), u(y)} 
holds for all x, y E E+ and all 0 <a < 1. It is well known that a utility 
function is quasi-concave if and only if it represents a convex preference. 
Our next result presents a useful continuity property of the myopic 
quasi-concave utility functions. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let E be a normal Riesz space, let a E E+ and let {x,} be 
a sequence of [0, a]. If x is a o(E, E,“)-accumulation point of {x,,} and a 
utility function u: E+ + W is monotone, quasi-concave, and myopic, then 
u(x) 2 lim inf u(x,). 
Proof Assume that E, {x,,}, x and u: E+ + B satisfy the hypotheses of 
the theorem. Fix E > 0. 
Next consider the ideal 
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and note that C is order dense in E. To see this, let 0 6 z E Cd. Then zlC, 
holds and so z E Ci = N, for all (4. Thus, 4(z) = 0 for all 4 E E; and since 
E; separates the points of E, we see that z = 0. Therefore, C is order dense 
in E. 
Now by the order continuity of u and an easy inductive argument, it 
follows that there exist sequences {v”} of E+ and { $*) of (E,; )’ such that 
(a) y, E Cbn and 0 < Y,, d x, for all n; 
(b) (bk(x,-yn)<2-” for l<k<n; and 
(cl 4Y,)>4X,)-E. 
Since x is a o(E, E,“)-accumulation point of the convex hull of the set 
{xk: k > n}, it is also a 1~1 (E, E; j-accumulation point of the convex 
hull of {xk: k 3 n}. Thus, for each n there exists some [, E co{xk: k 3 a} 
satisfying 
G4JIx-Ll)<2-” for ldkbn. 
Write [, as a convex combination c,, = Cy: 1 Lyx,,,, where ni> n for 
1 <i<m,, and then put 
m. 
From (b) and 
lx--A G IX-LA + IL-%I = Ix-5,l + 2 &P,,-Yn,), 
i-l 
we see that 
~k((X-z2,1)<2-“+2~“=21-” for l<kbn. (1) 
Taking into account that u is quasi-concave, it follows from (c) that 
u(z,)~min(u(y,,): 1 <i<m,} 
> min(u(x,,): 1 < i < m,} - E, 
and consequently 
u(z,)>inf(u(x,):kbn)-e for all n. (2) 
Our next goal is to establish that the sequence (zn} is order convergent. 
For each n write E = N,” @ Cbn, and then let h, be the projection of x onto 
C,“. Put h = sup{h,} Q x, and we claim that z, 5 h. 
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To see this, note first that from 
we have dk(x - h) = 0 for all k. Thus, from (1) and the inequality 
Ih-z,( = lx-z,-(x-h)16 Ix-zz,I +x-h, 
it follows that 
hA~-4P21-” for l<k<n. (3) 
Put fn = sup{ Ih -z,J: k> n}, and note that Ih - z,I <f, holds for all n. 
Thus, in order to establish that z, < h it suffices to show that f,, 10. To this 
end, let 0 <f <f, hold for all n. Then from (3), we have 
hl(f)~h?l(fn)~ f 4,(l~-z,l)~ E 21-k=22--n 
k=n k=n 
for all II 3 m, and so d,(f) = 0 for all m, i.e., f E N4m for all m. Therefore, 
flCbm for all m. This implies flh and fly, for all n, and hence flz, for 
all n. In turn, the latter implies fl jh - z,, for all n, and so flfi . From 
0 <f < fi , we infer that f = 0. Thus, f, JO, and hence z, G h holds. 
Now by the order continuity of U, we see that u(h) = lim u(z,). A glance 
at (2) reveals that 
u(h) = lim u(z,) b lim inf u(x,) - E. 
In view of 0 < h <x and the monotonicity of U, we have U(X) >/ u(h), and 
so 
U(X) 3 lim inf u(x,) - E 
holds. Since E > 0 is arbitrary, the latter implies U(X) 3 lim inf u(x,), and the 
proof of the theorem is finished. B 
5. THE ECONOMIC MODEL 
As the title of the paper indicates, we shall study equilibria for pure 
exchange economies. The following six basic properties will characterize the 
conomic model of our study. 
1. The commodity-price duality is described by a Riesz dual system 
(E, E’); E is the commodity space and E’ is the price space. In accordance 
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with the economic tradition, the value of the bundle x E E at prices p E E’ 
will be denoted by p. x, i.e., p .x = (x, p). 
2. There is an at most countable number of consumers indexed by i; 
the set of consumers will be denoted by &“. 
3. Each consumer has E+ as his consumption set. 
4. Each consumer i has an initial endowment oi>O. If 9 denotes 
the set of all finite subsets of J”, then the total endowment w is defined by 
where the supremum is assumed to exist in E. 
5. Each consumer i has a convex and monotone preference relation 
3;. 
6. The total endowment w is strongly desirable by each consumer i, 
i.e., 
x+ctw>ix 
holds for each i E JV, each x E E +, and each c( > 0. 
DEFINITION 5.1. A pure exchang economy (or simply an economy) 8 is 
a triplet 
B=((E,E’), {o,:ieN}, {+i:iEJlr}), 
where the components of L? satisfy properties (1) through (6) above. 
for the economy 6 (or simply an allocation) is an assignment {x1 
such that xi > 0 for each i and 
From now on we shall assume that 6’ is a fixed economy. An allocation 
: iE.N} 
Note that if JV is finite, say JV = { 1, . . . . n}, then an allocation is a vector 
(x I, . . . . x,) such that xi E E+ for each i and 
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If .N is countable, say JV = { 1,2, . ..}. then an allocation is a sequence 
(x1, x2, . ..) such that X,E E+ for each i and 
sup 
1 
i xi: n = 1, 2, . . . 
I 
= co. 
i= I 
We now come to the definitions of the various equilibria concepts for 
our economy. 
DEFINITION 5.2. An allocation {xi: iE M} is said to be: 
1. A Walrasian (or a competitive) equilibrium; whenever there exists 
some non-zero price p E E’ such that each xi is a maximal element in the 
ith consumer’s budget set 9Yi(p), where as usual 
S?;(p)= {x~E+:p.x<p.w,). 
2. A quasiequilibrium; whenever there exists a non-zero price p E E’ 
such that 
(a) p.xi=p.oi for each iEN; and 
(b) x+~x~ in E+ implies p.x>p.oi. 
3. A weak quasiequilibrium; whenever there exists a non-zero price 
PEE’ such that x+~x~ in E+ impliesp.x>,p.wi. 
Any non-zero price p for which x +i xi in E+ implies p .x >p: wi is said 
to be a price supporting the allocation {xi: iEM}. Supporting prices are 
necessarily positive prices. To see this, let a price p support an allocation 
{xi: iEM}, and let x20. Then x1 +EK’x+~ x1 holds for all s>O, and so 
p.(x,+~-~~)~p.w~.Thatis,p.x~~p.(o,-x,)holdsforall~>O,from 
which it follows that p . x > 0, i.e., p is a positive price. Clearly, a Walrasian 
equilibrium is a quasiequilibrium and a quasiequilibrium is a weak quasi- 
equilibrium. 
If the economy has a finite number of consumers, then it should be 
obvious that the notions of weak quasiequilibrium and quasiequilibrium 
coincide. As a matter of fact, if .N is linite, then any price supporting an 
allocation as a weak quasiequlibrium it also supports it as a quasi- 
equilibrium. However, when we have a countable number of consumers the 
situation is quite different. It may very well happen that some non-zero 
price satisfies p . wi = 0 for all i (i.e., every consumer has zero wealth) and 
p . o > 0. In this case, of course, the price p is not order continuous, and 
every allocation is a weak quasiequilibrium, and, in particular, (oi, 02, . ..) 
is itself a quasiequilibrium. 
The following result gives some connections between weak quasi- 
equilibria and quasiequilibria. We shall discuss these connections in more 
detail in the next section. 
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THEOREM 5.3. For an allocation (x,, x2, . ..) in an economy with a 
countable number of consumers the following statements hold. 
1. If the allocation is a weak quasiequilibrium supported by an order 
continuous price, then the allocation is a quasiequilibrium. 
2. If a price p supports the allocation as a quasiequilibrium and for 
some i we have p. O, > 0 and the preference +i is either myopic or con- 
tinuous for some linear topology on E, then x, is a maximal element in the 
budget set Bj(p) of the ith consumer. 
Proof (1) Assume that (xi, x2, . ..) is a weak quasiequilibrium which 
is supported by an order continuous price p. From xi ki xi, we see that 
p xi 2~. w, holds for all i. On the other hand, the order continuity of p 
implies 
f, P’xf= lim p. i xi<p.o= 2 p.oj, 
i=l n-x r=, i= 1 
and so the inequality p . xi >p . oi for some i is impossible. Thus, 
p ‘xi = p. wi must hold for all i. In other words, p supports (x, , x2, . ..) as 
a quasiequilibrium. 
(2) To see this, assume by way of contradiction that there exists 
some x E 9&(p) satisfying x >i xi. Then p . x >p . oi must also hold, and in 
view of XE AYi(p), we have p .x =p .oi. Since +i is either myopic or 
continuous for some linear topology on E, there exists some 0 < 6 < 1 such 
that 6x >i xi. In view of p .wi > 0, the latter implies 
which is impossible. Hence, xi is a maximal element in 9Yj(p), and the procf 
of the theorem is finished. 1 
For the rest of this section, we shall also consider economies with a linite 
number of consumers. For simplicity we shall refer to these economies as 
finite economies. 
According to A. Mas-Cole11 [3 1 ] a finite economy with set of consumers 
Jf = ( 1, . . . . m} is said to satisfy the closedness condition whenever for every 
sequence of feasible allocations {(x, i, . . . . x,,)}-a vector (z,, . . . . z,) is 
said to be a feasible allocation ‘if zi 3 0 holds for each i and 
Cy! i zi < o-which satisfies x, + ,.i 3, x,, i for all n and all i = 1, . . . . m there 
exists another feasible allocation (xi, . . . . x,) satisfying x, 3; x,,~ for all n 
and all i = 1, . . . . m. 
It is interesting to know that when the preferences are represented by 
myopic utility functions, the closedness condition is always satisfied. 
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LEMMA 5.4. Zf the commodity space E is a normal Riesz space, then 
every finite economy whose preferences are represented by myopic utility 
functions satisfies the closedness condition. 
Proof. Assume that E is a normal Riesz space, that the set of consumers 
is JV = { 1, . . . . m} and that the preference of each consumer is represented 
by a myopic utility function ui. Let ((x,, 1, . . . . x,,~)> be a sequence of 
feasible allocations such that x n+ ,,i &i x,,~ holds for all n and all i. We have 
to show that there exists a feasible allocation (x,, . . . . x,) satisfying xiki x,,, 
for all n and all i. 
To this end, consider the order interval [0, o] equipped with the 
topology o(E, ET) and let z denote the product topology on [O, 01”‘. 
Since [0, o] is a(E, EL)-compact, it follows that [0, w]” is T-compact. 
Now the sequence {(x, 1, . . . . x,,,)} is a sequence of [0, w]~, and so it has 
a z-accumulation point, say (x,, . . . . x,). Clearly, (x,, . . . . x,) is a feasible 
allocation, and each xi is a a(E, E;)-accumulation point of the sequence 
(x~,,}. By Theorem 4.8 we have 
Uj(Xi) > lim inf ui(x,,i) = sup{ ui(x,,i): n = 1, 2, .“.}, 
n-m 
an so x, $i x,,~ holds for all n and all i, as desired. 1 
For finite economies A. Mas-Cole11 [31] established the following basic 
existence theorem of quasiequilibria. 
THEOREM 5.5 (Mas-Colell). Assume that in a finite economy each 
consumer has a convex, monotone, z-continuous, and uniformly z-proper 
preference with respect to a consistent locally convex-solid topology z on E. 
Zf the economy satisfies the closedness condition and the total endowment CO 
is strongly desirable by each consumer, then the economy has quasiequilibria. 
And now we come to a remarkable application of the preceding theorem 
to finite economies whose consumers’ preferences are represented by 
myopic utility functions. 
THEOREM 5.6. Assume that the commodity space of a finite economy is a 
normal Riesz space and that consumers’ preferences are represented by 
myopic utility functions. Zf a >o and the total endowment w is strongly 
desirable by each consumer on A,, then the finite economy has a quasi- 
equilibrium with respect to the Riesz dual system (A,, AL >. 
Prooj Let a B w be fixed and consider the finite economy with respect 
to the Riesz dual system (A,, A;) and with the original agents’ charac- 
teristics restricted to A,. By Theorem 4.7 we know that every utility 
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function is I(. /) ,-continuous on A, and Theorem 4.3 guarantees that all 
preferences are uniformly I( .I/ ,-proper on A,. In addition, by Lemma 5.4 
the finite economy satisfies the closedness condition with respect to the 
Riesz dual system (A,, AL), and our conclusion follows from Theorem 5.5. 
It should be noted that the supporting prices can be normalized with 
respect o a, i.e., if p E A; supports an allocation with respect o (A,, A:,), 
then we can choose p to satisfy p a = 1. 1 
6. EQUILIBRIA IN INFINITE ECONOMIES 
Here we shall consider economies with a countable number of consumers 
JV = { 1, 2, . ..}. For brevity, we shall call these economies infinite economies. 
Two extra hypotheses will be assumed throughout this section. 
1. The commodity space E is a normal Riesz space; and 
2. Each consumer’s preference is represented by a monotone, quasi- 
concave, and myopic utility function. 
We shall say that the income distribution is positive (resp. strictly positive) 
at prices 0 <p E E’ whnever p . wi > 0 holds for at least one i (resp. p . wi > 0 
holds for all i). The income distribution is zero at prices p > 0 whenever 
p. oi = 0 for all i (in which case, of course, every allocation is a weak 
quasiequilibrium supported by p). 
Note that (by Theorem 5.3(2)) if a quasiequilibrium is supported by a 
price whose income distribution is strictly positive, then the quasi- 
equilibrium is, in fact, a Walrasian equilibrium. 
The next example illustrates the above definitions. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Consider the Riesz dual system (I,, I6, ), where 16, is 
the norm dual of I,. Clearly, I, is a normal Riesz space-in fact, 
(I,); = I, holds. 
Consider now a countable number of consumers with initial endowments 
w, = (0, . ..) 0, LO, 0, . ..). i = 1, 2, . . . . 
where the 1 occupies the ith position, and utility functions given by the 
formulas 
Ui(XI) x2, . ..) = xj, i = 1, 2, . . . . 
Note that w = (1, 1, 1, . ..). and that this infinite economy satisfies our 
hypotheses. 
Now take any Banach limit O~p~lb, (see [S, Theorem 14.18, p. 2331) 
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and note that p . oi = 0 holds for all i, i.e., the income distribution is zero 
at prices p. On the other hand, if we change the initial endowments to 
co: = (1, $, i, 4, . ..). 
and 
0: = (0, . ..) 0, f, 0, 0, . ..) for i= 2, 3, . . . . 
then it is easy to see that the income distribution is positive for any price 
O<PEl’,. 1 
The importance of supportability by prices whose income distribution is 
positive is demonstrated in the next result, which for the (L,(p), Li(p)) 
case was also proven by S. F. Richard and S. Srivastava in [38]. 
THEOREM 6.2. If an allocation (x,, x1, . ..) is a weak quasiequilibrium 
supported by a price p E E’ whose income distribution is positive, then the 
allocation is a quasiequilibrium supported by the normal component ofp. 
Proof. Let (xi, x2, . ..) be an allocation supported by a price 0 <pi E’ 
whose income distribution is positive. Fix some k with p . ok > 0. Also, 
write p = q + s with p order continuous and s a singular price. The proof 
will be completed in three steps. 
1. The order continuous component q of p is non-zero. Since s is 
singular and E,” separates the points of E, it follows from Theorem 2.2 that 
the null ideal of s, 
is order dense in E. Thus there exists a net {z,} of N with 0 < z, t xk + o. 
In view of xk + o >k xk, it follows from the order continuity of the utility 
functions that there exists some /I such that z, >k xk for all o! >/I. Since p 
supports (xi, x2, . ..). we see that 
for all 01 >/I, and hence q > 0 holds. 
2. If x@~x~, then q .x 2 q .wi holds. Let x>~ xi for some i, and 
assume by way of contradiction that q . x < q . wi. Since N is order dense in 
E, there exists a net { ya} of N with 06 y,fx. Clearly, 
p.y,=q.y,+s.y,=q.y,bq.x<q.oi<p.wi (1) 
holds for all c(. On the other hand, the order continuity of the utility 
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functions implies y, >, xi for all sufficiently large c(. In view of the suppor- 
tability of (xi, x2, . ..) by p, the latter implies p .y, 2~. wi for all sufficiently 
large ~1, contrary to (1). Hence, x >i xi implies q . x 3 q wi. 
Now let x >i x,. Then x + EO >-; xi holds for all E > 0, and so by the 
above q .x+&q .o >q ‘IX,. Since I >O is arbitrary, we infer that 
q’xaq.wi holds. 
3. q . x, = q ’ o, holds for all i. From the order continuity of q, we 
infer that 
-f q.xi= f q.0,. 
i=l 1=1 
On the other hand xi Bi x, implies q . xi > q . w, for all i. Now form (2), it 
easily follows that q .x, = q. oi must hold for each i. The proof of the 
theorem is now complete. 1 
Recall that an allocation (xi, x2, . ..) is said to be weakly Pareto optimal 
whenever there is no other allocation (yi, y,, . ..) such that yi>, xi holds 
for all i. 
The quasiequilibria exhibit the following interesting welfare property- 
which for the (L,(p), L,(p)) case was also established in [38]. 
THEOREM 6.3. Every quasiequilibrium which is supported by a price with 
positive income distribution is weakly Pareto optimal. 
ProojY Let (xi, x2, . ..) be an allocation supported by a price p>O 
whose income distribution is positive. By Theorem 6.2, we can suppose 
without loss of generality that p is an order continuous price. Also, we can 
suppose that p. o = 1. 
Now assume by way of contradiction that there exists another allocatiou 
(yi, y,, . ..) satisfying y, >i xi for each i. Since p is order continuous, it 
follows that 
In view of the supportability of (xi, x2, . ..) by p, we see that p .y,bp ‘wi 
for all i, and from (3) it follows that in fact p . yi =p . wi holds for all i. 
Next, fix some k with p ‘ok > 0. From (1 - l/n) yk t, y, and the order 
continuity of uk, we see that (1 - l/n) y, >.k xk holds for all sufficiently 
large n, and so 
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must hold for all sufficiently large n, which is a contradiction. Therefore, 
(Xl 3 x2, . ..) is a weak Pareto optimal allocation, as claimed. 1 
We now come to the major result of this section. Namely, we shall estab- 
lish next that every infinite economy has always a weak quasiequilibrium 
with respect o the Riesz dual system (A,, AL). 
THEOREM 6.4. Every infinite economy has a weak quasiequilibrium with 
respect to the Riesz dual system (A,, Ah ) for each a 2 CD. 
Proof: Fix a > o. Let & denote the finite economy with Riesz dual 
system (A,, Ah) and { 1, . . . . n} consumers (and, of course, with the 
original consumers’ characteristics). Then, according to Theorem 5.6, each 
economy &,, has a quasiequilibrium with respect to (A,, AL). Let 
cx;, . . . . x;) be a quasiequilibrium for &,, supported by a price 0 <p,, E AL. 
We can assume that pn. a = 1. 
The set B = {p E Ah: p 3 0 and p . a = 1) equipped with the topology 
o(Ai, A,) is a compact topological space. Also, the order interval [0, a] 
equipped with the topology a(& E,“) is compact. Thus, by Tychonoffs 
classical compactness theorem, the product topological space X= B x 
[0, a]” (with the product topology) is a compact topological space. Now 
for each n let 
x, = (p,, x;, . ..) x;, 0, 0, . ..) E X. 
Since X is compact, the sequence {x,,} has an accumulation point, say 
(p, x1, x2, . ..). Clearly each xi is a a(E, E,“)-accumulation point of the 
sequence (xi, xf, x:, . ..). The existence of the weak quasiequilibrium will be 
established by steps. 
1. We havep.a=l, andhencep>O. This follows immediately from 
pn. a = 1 and the fact that p is a o(Ab, A.)-accumulation point of { pn}. 
2. If 0 <XG A, satisfies x&xi, then p .x >p .oi. Fix i and let 
0 < XE A, satisfy x>~ xi, i.e., ui(x)> ui(xi). Since Xi is a a(E, E,“)- 
accumulation point of {x’}, it follows from Theorem 4.8 that 
uj(x) > ui(xi) 2 lim inf ui(x;). 
n-m 
Thus, for each m > i there exists some k > m with ui(x) > ui(x;) (i.e., 
x >i xf), and SO (since pk supports (xf, . . . . xi)) we see that pk. x apk. oi. 
The latter property easily implies p . x >p . oi. 
Now let 0 <x E A, satisfy x +i xi. Then x + EO >i xi holds for all E > 0, 
and SO by the. above p. x + &p. o >p ’ oi. Since E > 0 is arbitrary, we infer 
that p.xap.oj. 
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3. For each k we have Cf=, xi Q w. If n > k, then 
i= I ,=I i=l 
and so Cf=, xi d o must hold for each k. 
Now let x = sup{C7= i xi:n= 1, 2, . ..}<o. Consider (yi, y,, . ..). where 
yi=x,+o-x and yi= x, for i > 2, and note that (y,, y,, . ..) is an 
allocation. 
4. If 06~~ A, satisfies xBi yi, thenp.x>p.o, holds. Since yi3xj 
holds for all i, it follows from the monotonicity of preferences that y,+, xi 
holds for all i, and this easily implies that (y,, yz, . ..) is a weak quasi- 
equilibrium. [ 
7. THE OVERLAPPING GENERATIONS MODEL 
In our overlapping generations model the index t will denote the time 
period. The commodity-price duality at period t will be represented by a 
symmetric Riesz dual system (E,, E: ) (and so E, is a normal Riesz space). 
Consequently, we have a sequence ((E,, E; ), ( E2, E;), . ..) of symmetric 
Riesz dual systems each member of which designates the commodity-price 
duality at the corresponing time period. Note that we allow a (possibly) 
different commodity space at each time period in order to capture the 
economic intuition, according to which, as we progress into the future new 
commodities enter the market and old ones cease to exist. We shall write 
E=E,xEZx ... and E’= E; x E; x ... . 
Here are some examples of symmetric Riesz dual systems 
c&.(P)? JqPD ( l<p<m,l<q<m,~+-$l ) > 
<g”, an>, (ca(Q), ca’(Q)>, (am, 4), (4, Sea), and (I,, I,). 
If the measure p is a-finite, then 
are also symmetric Riesz dual systems. 
For simplicity, we shall assume that each consumer has a two-period 
lifetime. Thus, consumer t is born at period t and lives all his life in periods 
t and t + 1. Each consumer trades and has tastes for commodities only 
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during his lifetime period. We suppose that consumer t gets an initial 
endowment 0<o:~E, at period t and O<W:+‘EE,+~ at period t+l 
(and, of course, nothing else in any other periods). Consequently, his initial 
endowment o, can be represented by the vector 
u, = (0, . . . . 0, co:, co:+ ', 0, 0, . ..) E E, 
where w: and w:+’ occupy the positions t and t + 1, respectively. Also, we 
shall assume that the “father” of consumer 1 (i.e., consumer 0) is present in 
the model at period 1. He will be designated as consumer 0 an his endow- 
ment will be taken to be of the form 
00 = (co& 0, 0, ...I 
with 0 < c~; E El. Thus, the total endowment is represented by the vector 
cc 
u= 1 o~=(w~+o:,w:+o:,w:~o:,...)EE. 
t=O 
An illustration of our overlapping generations model is shown in Fig. 1. 
The vectors of the form 
x, = (0, . ..) 0, x:, x:+ l, 0, 0, . ..). 
where x: E Et+ and xi+’ E ET+ 1 represent the commodity bundles for 
consumer t durig his lifetime. Each consumer t maximizes a utility function 
U, defined on his commodity space, i.e., U, is a function from Et+ x ET+ 1 
into 6%. The value of u, at the commodity bundle x, = (0, . . . . 0, x:, xi + ‘, 0, 0, . ..) 
FIGURE 1 
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will be denoted by u,(x:, x:“). Wh en needed to simplify notation, we shall 
consider U, defined everywhere on ET x EC x ... by the formula 
u,(xI, x2, . ..) = ut(xf, x’+ 1). 
The utility functions will be assumed to satisfy the following properties: 
1. Each U, is quasi-concave; 
2. Each U, is strictly monotone on ET x E,?+ i, that is, (x, y) > 
(xl, YA in E,+ XC+, implies u,(x, y) > u,(x,, y,); and 
3. Each U, is weakly continuous on the order bounded subsets 
of ET x ET, I, i.e., if an order bounded net {(xi, XL”)} satisfies 
(XL, xi”) z (x, y) in ET x ET+, , then lim, u,(xt, x:“) = u~(x, y). 
The case t = 0 is a special case. The utility function u0 is a function of one 
variable defined on E: . It is also assumed to satisfy properties (1) (2), and 
(3) above. 
Remark. Since the locally convex-solid topology 161 (E,, E:) on each E, 
is order continuous, it is easy to see that order convergence in E, x E,, L 
implies 1 gI (E,, E :)-convergence (and hence, weak convergence). Therefore, 
since each order convergent net is eventually order bounded, it follows 
from property (3) that the utility functions for our overlapping generations 
model are all myopic. 
Next, we present examples of utility functions that satisfy properties (1 ), 
(2), and (3) above. 
EXAMPLE 7.1. Here are two utility functions that satisfy our properties 
(whose straightforward verifications are left for the reader). 
1. Consider two symmetric Riesz dual systems of the form (I,, /, ) 
and (l,,I,>, where 16p, r<oo and l<q, s<co satisfy l/p+l/q= 
l/r + l/s = 1. Then the utility function U: lp’ x 1: + .%? defined by 
= dxGi 
4% Y) = c n2 ) X=(X1,X*,...)Elp+, Y'(Y,, Y,,...)Eq+, 
n=l 
satisfies our properties. 
2. Consider the symmetric Riesz dual systems (I,, 1,) and 
(&CO, l],L,[O, l]), where 1 <p, r<cc and 1 <q, SGCO satisfy 
l/p + l/q = l/r + l/s = 1. Fix some strictly positive function h E L,[O, 1 ] (for 
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instance, let h(x) =x2). Then the utility function U: I,’ x L,? [0, l] + 5? 
defined by 
- 
24% f) = 2 *+ j' f(x)h(x) dx, x = (x, ) x2, . . . w;~f~~;tro, 11, 
“Z, 0 
satisfies our properties. l 
Four our discussion, we shall employ the notation 
e,=o;_,+co:, t = 1, 2, . . . . 
Clearly, the commodity bundle 8, E E,? represents the total endowment 
present at period t. In particular, we have o = (0,) 8,, . ..). 
The ideal generated by 0, in E, will be denoted by 0,. That is, 
0, = {x E E,: 33, > 0 with 1x1 < ,U?,}. 
The ideal 0, under the norm llxllm = inf{i>O: 1x1 <no,} is an AM-space 
with unit. As usual, the norm dual of 0, will be denoted by 0:. 
We shall denote the ideal generated by (0,: t = 0, 1, . . . . ?I} in E by A,,. 
Clearly, 
A,,=@~x@~x . . . xo,xsz,xoxox . ..) 
where 0 = (0) and 52, denotes the ideal generated by (r)“,+ ’ in E,, , . 
Obviously, each A, is an AM-space having (e,, . . . . 0,, o;+ ‘, 0, 0, . ..) as 
unit. Note that for each n we have the proper inclusion A, c A, + 1. Finally, 
we shall denote by A the ideal generated in E by the sequence 
{w,: n = 0, 1, 2, . ..}. It follows that 
A= fi A,. 
n=l 
Let 5 denote the inductive limit topology generated by the sequence 
{A,} on A. Since the ideal A is also generated by the disjoint sequence 
((0, . . . . 0, e,,o,o, . ..I. n= i,2, . ..j. we see that 5 is also the strict inductive 
limit topology. 
THEOREM 7.2. The topological dual of (A, 5) is 
A’ = 0; x 0; x . . ., 
409/142,1-19 
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where the duality between A and A’ is given by 
p.x= f pt.xr, 
I=1 
for all x = (x1, x2, . ..) and p = (pl, p2, . ..). 
Proof: By Theorem 3.2 we know that A’= A-. Consequently, it suffices 
to show that A”=O;xO;x . . . . Note that if p=(pl,pz,...)~Q;x 
0;x . ..) then the formula 
p.x= T P,‘X*, x=(x,,x,,...)~A, 
I=1 
clearly defines an order bounded linear functional on A. 
Now let p E A”. For each t define pt E S: by 
p, .x = p. (0, . . . . 0, x, 0, 0, . ..). XEQ*, 
where x occupies position t. If x = (x1, x2, . ..) E A, then x, E 0, for each t 
and x, = 0 for all but a finite number of t. Thus, 
p.x= F p.(O ) . ..) o,x,,o,o, . ..)= f p,.x,, 
r=1 r=1 
and so p can be identified with the sequence (pl, p2, . ..). and our conclu- 
sion follows. 1 
Unless otherwise stated to the contrary, by a price for the overlapping 
generations model we shall simply mean a positive element of A’. Thus, 
according to Theorem 7.2, a price is any sequence of the form 
P = (PI > P2, -L 
where 0 6p, E 0; for each t. 
A sequence x = (x,, x1, x2, . ..). where 
O<X,=(X;,O,O,...)EA 
and 
0 6 x, = (0, . . . . 0, x;, xi+ ‘, 0, 0, . ..) E A for tal, 
is said to be an allocation whenever C,“=, x, = o (or, equivalently, when- 
ever x:-r+x:=8, holds for all t = 1,2, . ..). A non-zero price 
P = (PI > P27 ... ) is said to support an allocation x = (x,, x1, x2, . ..) whenever 
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(a) x+,xAin ET imp1iespi.x~pi.o~; and 
(b) (x, y)+,(x:, xi+‘) in ET x ET+, implies 
Pr.X+Pr+l.Y~Pr.w:+P,+,.o:+’ 
for all t = 1, 2, . . . . 
It should be noted that if a price p = (p,, p2, . ..) supports an allocation 
(x0, Xl, x2, ... ), then we have pi .xh>/p, .wA and 
p,.X:+p,+l.X:+lkpt.W:+pt+l.W:+l 
for all t = 1, 2, . . . . 
DEFINITION 7.3. An allocation x=(x0, xi, x2, . ..) is said to be an 
equilibrium for the overlapping generations model if it can be supported by 
a non-zero price p = (p,, pZ, . ..) such that 
(a) PI. x; =p, .oA; and 
(b) P~.x:+P,+I .x, ‘+L=pt.w:+p,+,.w:+l for t>l 
The alert reader should recognize immediately that an equilibrium for 
our overlapping generations model is a quasiequilibrium for the infinite 
economy having Riesz dual system (A, A’) and consumers’ characteristics 
{ (ol, 3,): t =O, 1, 2, . ..}. In fact, it is a Walrasian equilibrium since we 
claim that an equilibrium x = (x,, xi, x2, . ..) for the overlapping genera- 
tions model satisfies p ‘0, > 0 for all t. To see this, pick a price 
0 < p = (p,, pZ, . ..) E A’ that supports the allocation and note that p . o, > 0 
must hold for some t. Now if p . o, = 0 holds for at least one t, then there 
exist two consecutive non-negative integers r and s such that p . o, > 0 and 
p. o, = 0. Clearly, x, is a maximal element in the budget set of consumer 
r. On the other hand, x, + o, >, x, and p . (x, + 0,) = p .x, = p . o, show 
that x, is not a maximal element in the budget set of consumer r, a 
contradiction. 
Therefore, we have the following connection between equilibria for the 
overlapping generations model and Walrasian equilibria. 
THEOREM 7.4. An allocation is an equilibrium for the overlapping genera- 
tions model if and onIy if it is a Walrasian equilibrium for the infinite 
economy with Riesz dual system (A, A’> and consumers’ characteristics 
W f, >1): t=o, 1,2, . ..}. 
Since a Walrasian equilibrium is an Edgeworth equilibrium, it follows 
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that every equilibrium for our overlapping generations model is a weak 
quasiequilibrium with respect to the Riesz dual system (A,,, A:,,). 
8. EXISTENCE OF EQUILIBRIA IN THE OVERLAPPING GENERATIONS MODEL 
The purpose of this section is to prove the main result of this work. It 
can be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 8.1. Every overlapping generations model has an equilibrium 
with respect to the Riesz dual system (A, A’> that can be supported by an 
order continuous strictly positive price. 
The proof of Theorem 8.1 is quite involved and it will be accomplished 
by a series of lemmas. We start with a basic definition. 
DEFINITION 8.2. For each n we shall denote by ~9” the finite economy 
having Riesz dual system (A,, AL) and set of agents (0, 1, . . . . n} with their 
original characteristics. 
Intuitively speaking, our overlapping generations model must be in some 
sense the “limit” of the sequence {c$} of finite economies. This intuitive 
idea (which is the byproduct of the pioneering classical work of T. F. 
Bewley [lo]) is the driving force behind our mathematically delicate proof 
of Theorem 8.1. Before passing to a “limit” of the sequence {&} we have 
to study its properties. 
Our first important result is that each finite economy C$ has a Walrasian 
equilibrium. 
LEMMA 8.3. Every finite economy GYP has a Walrasian equilibrium 
(x,, x1, . . . . x,) of the,form 
xg = (x& 0, 0, . ..) and x, = (0, . ..) 0, x;, x;+ ‘, 0, 0, . ..). l<t<n. 
Moreover, every non-zero price p that supports (x,, x,, . . . . x,) is strictly 
positive and, in particular, we have 
p.w,>o foreachOdt,<n. 
Proof: From our previous discussion, we know that A,, coincides with 
the ideal generated in A by (0,, t?*, . . . . l3,, u;+‘, 0, 0, . ..). and so A, is an 
AM-space with unit. Since (by the remark before Lemma 7.1) all utility 
functions are myopic, it follows from Theorem 5.6 that there is a quasi- 
equilibrium (x,, x1, . . . . x,) supported by a price 0 d PE A; such that 
P . cc:=, w,) = 1. 
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Next, we claim that p . w0 > 0 holds. To see this, assume by way of 
contradiction that p . w0 = 0. Then p. w1 = 0 must also hold. Otherwise, 
p . oi > 0 and x1 + o0 > i x1 imply that x, is not a maximal element in the 
budget set of consumer 1. Repeating the argument, we see that p. co, = 0 for 
O<tdn, and so 
o= i p’o,=p. .f Co, =l, 
t=0 ( > t=0 
which is impossible. Hence, p . w. > 0 holds, and so x0 is a maximal 
element in the budget set of consumer 0. 
Now we claim that p. or > 0 holds. Indeed, if p o1 = 0, then 
x0 + oi >o x0 implies that x0 is not a maximal bundle in the budget set of 
consumer 0, a contradiction. Hence, p. CD, > 0. Repeating the argument, we 
see that p . co2 > 0, . . . . p.w,>O, and so (x0,x , , . . . . x,) is indeed a Walrasian 
equilibrium. 
To see that p is strictly positive, let 0 < x = (xI, . . . . x,, x, + L, 0, 0, . ..) E A,. 
Then x, > 0 must hold for some 1 d t < n + 1. So, if p. x = 0 holds, then 
x,-~+x>,-~x,-, and p.(~~~~+x)=p.x,~,=p.~,~~ contradict the 
maximality of x,-i in the budget set of consumer t - 1. Hence, p. x > 0 
must hold proving that p is strictly positive. 
By the special nature of the utility functions, it easily follows that 
x, = (0, . ..) 0, xi, x;+ l, 0, 0, . ..) for 1 <t <n and x0= (x;, 0, 0, . ..). 
Also, it should be noted that the price p above is of the form 
where O<~,E@: (1 btdn) and 0&p,+,~Q:,+~. 1 
In the sequel a Walrasian equilibrium (x0, x1 ,..., x,) for the finite 
economy c!$ supported by a price 0 <PEAL will be denoted by 
( x0, Xl, ..-, x,; p). Also, as mentioned above, every Walrasian equilibrium 
(x0, XI, ..*, x,; p) for the economy &n is necessarily of the form 
x0 = (x& 0, 0, . ..) and xt=(O, . . . . 0, x:, x:+l, O,O, . ..) for l<t<n. 
It will be useful to know that supporting prices of Walrasian equilibria 
for the economies C$ are order continuous linear functionals on A,. The 
next lemma takes care of this property. 
LEMMA 8.4. If (x0, x1 ,..., x,; p) is a Walrasian equilibrium for the finite 
economy 8,,,, then the strictly positive price p is also order continuous on A,,. 
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Proof: We can assume that p . (C:= 0 w,) = 1. Let ya 10 in A,, and let 
E>O be fixed. Without loss of generality we can suppose that 
0 < ya < zyzO x, holds for all E. Thus, by the Riesz decomposition 
property, we can write Y,=C;=~YL with OdyiGx, for t =O, 1,2, . . . . n. 
From x, + EO, >! xt, y: G 0, and the weak continuity of the utility func- 
tions on the order bounded sets, we see that there exists some B such that 
x, + EW, - y: >, x, for all a 3 /3 and all t = 0, 1, . . . . n. By the supportability 
of p, we infer that 
p.(x,+EO,-yY&)=p.X,+&p.O,-p.yY:, 
zp.o,=p.x*, 
and so O<p.y~<~p.~, for all a>,/I and all O<t<n. Thus, for aafi we 
have 
o<p.y,= i p.y;< i &p.OI=E, 
1=0 I=0 
proving that lim, p . y. = 0, as claimed. 1 
We continue our discussion with an important property of nets. Recall 
that a net {Ye},,, is said to be a subnet of another net {x,},~~ whenever 
there exists a function cr: /i -+ A such that 
(a) y, = x,, holds for all I E A; and 
(b) given a,EA there exists some A,E~ so that 12 II, implies 
an>ao. 
Now if {y,} is a subnet of a sequence {x~}, then for any aO, we see that 
the set S= {y,: a > aO} contains infinitely many terms of the sequence 
{xn} (i.e., x, E S holds for infinitely many n), and so there exists a sub- 
sequence {v,} of (xn} satisfying yn E S for each n. This observation will be 
employed quite often in our proofs. 
The next lemma presents a “growth” estimate for a sequence of 
Walrasian equilibria for the finite economies gn. It is the analogue of 
C. A. Wilson’s Lemma 3 in [44]. 
LEMMA 8.5. If { (x;, x;, . . . . xi; p,)} is a sequence of Walrasian equilibria 
for the finite economies CT?,,, then for each pair m, 1 there exists a constant 
M > 0 (depending upon m and I) such that 
O<p,,.cq<Mpn.q,, 
holds for all n 2 max {m, I}. 
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ProoJ: Fix m and suppose by way of contradiction that there exists 
some natural number 1 satisfying lim inf,, a k(p,I . mm/pn .a,) = 0, where 
k = max{ I, m f. Thus, the sets 
i:liminfP”>O and j: liminfP”‘O’() 
?I’00 Pn’O/ n-m Pn’W, 
are both non-empty. It follows that there exist two consecutive integers r 
and s such that 
liminfu’O’0 and liminfP”=O, 
n-m pn.co, n--tot pn.co, 
By passing to a subsequence, we can assume that 
liminfm>O and lim m=O. 
n*m Pn.W, n-cc pn.fB, (1) 
In view of x: E [0, e,] x [0,8,+ 1] (n 2 r) and the weak compactness of 
the order intervals, we see that the sequence {x: : n = 1,2, . ..} has a weakly 
convergent subnet { y,}, say y, G y holds in ET x E:‘, 1. 
From y + o, >, y and the weak continuity of the utility function u, on 
the order bounded sets, there exists some 0 < 6 < 1 such that 
S(y + a,)>, y. Using the weak continuity of u, once again, we see that 
there exists some c(~ satisfying 6(y, + 0,) >, ya for all c( > rxO. Therefore, 
there exists a strictly increasing sequence k, of natural numbers satisfying 
scxp + co,) >, xp; see the discussion preceding the lemma. Since (1) 
remains true if we replace p,, by pk., we can assume without loss of 
generality that S(x; + w,) >, x: holds for all n > r. Therefore, by the 
supportability of p,, we have 6p,. (w, + w,) = pn. [6(x: + o,)] > pn. w, for 
all n > r. Now note that 
~liminfP”‘O’~liminf 
n+cc pn.co, n-m Pn.O/ Pn.W/ > 
= *im inf ‘P, ’ (O, + w,) 
>liminfP”‘W’O, 
n-cc P”.W/ 
which is impossible, and our conclusion follows. m 
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Now consider each order interval [0, 0,] equipped with the weak 
topology and let 
:r”= [O, e,] x0x0x “. 
and 
x,=()x . . . xox[o,8,]x[o,8,+,]xoxox ... for each t = 1, 2, . . . . 
where 0 = (0) and the order intervals [0, 0,] and [0,8,+ ,] occupy the t 
and t + 1 factors. Clearly, each ?& is a compact topological space, and so 
by Tychonofl’s classical compactness theorem the product topological 
space 
is a compact space. 
The topological space 55 will play an important role in our proofs. At 
this point, let us illustrate briefly its role. By Lemma 8.3 we know that 
every finite economy &n has a Walrasian equilibrium. For each n, let 
(XlJ, x;, . . . . x;) be a Walrasian equilibrium for &,, where 
x:=(x:, ,,I, 0, 0, . ..I and xy = (0, . . . . 0, x:,,, xi,‘;, I, 0, 0, . ..) for t> 1. 
If we let 
f,= (x;, XT, . ..) x:, o,o, . ..I. 
then (fn} is a sequence of 3, and so since 5 is compact, it has an 
accumulation point x = (x,, xi, . . . ). Clearly, the accumulation point x is an 
allocation. It will turn out that the allocation x is, in fact, an equilibrium 
for our overlapping generations model. The objective of our next goal is 
the establishment of this claim. 
DEFINITION 8.6. A sequence {(xl;, x1, . . . . xi; p,) j of Walrasian equi- 
libria for the finite economies &n is said to be a fundamental sequence for the 
overlapping generations model whenever pn. o,, = 1 holds for all n. 
The reader should notice that (by Lemma 8.3) every overlapping genera- 
tions model admits a fundamental sequence. As mentioned before, our next 
objective is to show that an appropriate “limit” of a fundamental sequence 
yields an equilibrium for the overlapping generations model. 
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LEMMA 8.7. If ((x;. x’;, . . . . xt; p,)} is a fundamental sequence and y,,, J 0 
holds in some A,, then the sequence (y,} converges uniformly to zero on 
{p,:n>,k}. 
Proof. Let {(xl;, x7, . . . . x:; p,)} be a fundamental sequence and let a 
sequence (y,} c A, satisfy y, 10. We have to show that given E > 0 there 
exists some m, such that 
OdP,.Y,<E 
holds for all n > k and all m z m,. 
Suppose by way of contradiction that for some 0 <E < 1 the above 
conclusion is false. Then using Lemma 8.4 and an easy inductive argument, 
we see that there exist two strictly increasing sequences {n,} and {ml} of 
natural numbers such that 
Pn, . Ym, ’ s 
holds for all 1. Thus, by passing to an appropriate subsequence (and 
relabelling) we can assume that 
Pn.Ym’E for all n<k and all m. (4) 
Next, note that without loss of generality we can also suppose that 
0 d y,,, < Cf=, o, = 6jk holds for each m. Lemma 8.5 applied with m = 0 
and I = i for 0 < i < k + 1 guarantees the existence of some M 3 1 such that 
holds for all n 3 k+ 1 and all i=O, 1 , . . . . k. Put q = E/(k + 2)M so that 
E=rj(k+2)M. 
Now put 
f, = (x& x;, . ..) x;, 0, 0, . ..). n = 1, 2, . . . . 
and note that {f,,} is a sequence of the compact topological space !?E. Thus, 
there exists a subnet {g,}, where g,= (g’;, g;, . ..)E%. of the sequence {fn} 
such that 
lim g, = x = (x,, xr, . ..). 
a 
Clearly, gg s Xi holds in E< x E, + 1 for each i. 
From Xi + ~0, >i xi, we see that there exists some 6 > 0 satisfying 
Uj(Xj + VOi) > Ui(Xj) + 26 
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for all i = 0, 1, . . . . k + 1. Put vi= xi + qmi and note that since each U, 
(i=O, 1 , . . . . k + 1) is weakly continuous on [0,28,+,] (where Q, +2 = 
xf=+,” o,), there exists a weakly convex neighborhood V of zero for 
E, x ... x Ek+l x Ek+2 such that: 
x E co, 2Gf+21 with x-vie V forsomeO<idk+ 1 
implies luj(x) - ui(vi)l < 6. 
Next, fix a solid neighbourhood W of zero for E, x ... x Ek+2 with 
WE i V. (Here we use the fact that each 101 (Ei, E:) is an order continuous 
locally convex-solid topology.) Since y,,, J 0, there exists some m, such that 
y,,, E W holds for all m 3 m,. 
In view of x,+ ~o;>~x~ and g4 s xi (i=O, 1, . . . . k + l), and the weak 
continuity of the utility functions on the order bounded sets, there exists 
some CI,, such that 
Uj(Xj + VW,) > Uj(gy) + 6 and xi-g;+ 
hold for all c( > cq, and all i = 0, 1, . . . . k + 1. By the discussion preceding 
Lemma 8.5, we see that for each i = 0, 1, . . . . k + 1 and infinitely many n we 
have 
UJV,) = Ui(X + go,) > u,(xy) + 6 and xi-x;Ep. (5) 
Now define z;,, E [0,2d1, + J by z&, = x1 + uwi - x7 A y,,, and note that 
for all m > m,, all i = 0, 1, . . . . k + 1 and infinitely many n we have 
Thus, ju,(zt,) - ui(vi)l < 6 holds for all m >mo, all i= 0, 1, . . . . k+ 1 and 
infinitely many ~1. The latter, combined with (5) yields 
zfi(z;,) > Ui(Vi) - 6 > [24,(x;) + S] - 6 = 2$(x;), 
and so 
z;m =X~+‘lco-x; A ym>iXy 
holds for ail m 3 m,, all i= 0, 1, . . . . k + 1 and infinitely many n. Invoking 
the supportability of pn, we obtain 
p,‘X;+tfp~‘O;-p~‘(X~ A Ym)2pfl.0i=pn’X~, 
and so 
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holds for all m 2 m,, all 0 < i < k + 1 and infinitely many n. Therefore, for 
infinitely many n and all m 2 m, we have 
Pn.Ym=Pn .[(;gl; x;) * Y-1 
k+l 
G 1 P, .(xY * Y,) 
i=O 
k+l 
d 1 qM=q(k+2)M=&, 
i=O 
which contradicts (4), and the proof of the lemma is finished. 1 
The next result is the heart of our arguments. It asserts that the sequence 
of prices in a fundamental sequence is sequentially w*-compact on every 
ideal A,. 
LEMMA 8.8. Let {(xl;, x1, . . . . x;; p,)] be a fundamental sequence and let 
{r,} be a subsequence of (p,}. Then for each k there exists a subsequence 
hJ of {r,J h’ h w IC converges pointwise on A, (i.e., lim q, . y exists in 99 for 
each y E Ak). 
Proof. Let k be fixed. We shall show that the set { pn : n > k} as a subset 
of Ah is relatively weakly compact, and from this our conclusion will 
follow. To establish this, by Grothendieck’s classical compactness theorem 
[S, Theorem 13.10, p. 2081 it suflices to show that the set { pn: n b k} is 
norm bounded and that every disjoint sequence of [0, ok] converges to 
zero uniformly on {p,: n > k} (where, as usual, 6, = C:=, w,). 
To see that {p,: n > k} is norm bounded, note first that IIpnII = pn . ~5, 
holds for all n > k. Lemma 8.5 applied with m = 0 and I= 0, 1, . . . . k guaran- 
tees the existence of some M > 0 satisfying pn . o, < M for all n 3 k all 
t = 0, 1, . ..) k. Hence, 11 pn 11 < (k + 1) M holds for each n >/ k. 
Now let {vn} be a disjoint sequence of [0, a,]. For each n put 
z,=Cl=l vi = Vy= I vi < ojk. Since each E, is Dedekind complete, there 
exists some z E [0, Li)k] with z, 7 z. Next note that 
o<v,=z,-z n-lGZ--Z,-l=LIJO. 
By Lemma 8.7 the sequence { [,> converges to zero uniformly on 
{ pn : n 2 k}, and from the relation 0 < pt. v, < pt. [, (t 2 k), we infer that 
{v,} likewise converges to zero uniformly on {p, : n 2 k}. The proof of the 
lemma is now complete. 1 
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Observe that if {(xi, x;, . . . . x;; p,)> is a fundamental sequence, then for 
each y E A the value p, y is well defined for all but a finite number of n. 
Thus, for example, lim inf p, . y exists in 9 for each y E A +. 
The next lemma asserts that the sequence of prices in a fundamental 
sequence has always a weak* convergent subsequence on A. 
LEMMA 8.9. rf {(x;, xt , . . . . x,“; p,)} is a fundamental sequence, then there 
exists a subsequence { qn > of ( p,} w lc 1s w*-convergent to a non-zero price h h 
in A’, i.e., there exists some 0 < q E A’ satisfying 
q.y= lim qn.y 
,I - 7. 
for each YEA. 
Proqf: The desired subsequence will be constructed by a diagonal 
process using induction. To do this, we shall construct subsequences {ri), 
I= 0, 1, 2, . . . . of {p,} such that: 
(a) r,” = p, for each n; 
(b) For each I = 1,2, . . . the sequence {ri} converges pointwise on 
A k,m,, where k, ~I is chosen to satisfy rip I = p,+, . 
Start by letting r,” = p, for each n and k, = 1. By Lemma 8.8 there exists 
a subsequence {r-h} of (rz} such that lim rf, . y exists in 9 for each y E A,,. 
Now for the inductive step, assume that a subsequence {r:} of {r$ ‘} has 
been chosen such that lim rfi . y exists in 9 for each y E A,,-, , where 
r{- ’ = p,+,. Pick k, so that ri = pk,, and then use Lemma 8.8 to extract a 
subsequence {rfi+ ’ } of { rf,} such that lim rfi+ ’ . y exists in R for each 
y E A,,. The induction is now complete. 
Next, consider the subsequence {qn} of {r,), where qn = ri. An easy 
argument shows that lim q, . y exists in 3 for each y E A. Therefore, if for 
each y E A we put 
q.y= lim qn.y, 
n - m 
then q defines a positive linear functional on A. From qn w0 = 1 for all n, 
we infer that q. o0 = 1, and so q > 0. The proof of the lemma is now 
complete. 1 
For our next discussion we shall employ the compact topological space 
X that was introduced before Definition 8.6. If (x,, x,, . . . . x,) is a 
Walrasian equilibrium for some economy gn, then by identifying 
(x0, Xl 7 . . . . x,) with (x0, x,, . . . . x,, 0, 0, . ..). we can consider (x,, x,, . . . . x,) 
as an element of X. 
We now come to the concept of a “limit” for a fundamental sequence. 
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DEFINITION 8.10. A pair (x, p), where x = (x,, x,, x2, . ..) is an alloca- 
tion for the overlapping generations model and 0 < p = (pr, p2, . ..) E A’, is 
said to be an asymptotic limit for a fundamental sequence {(x;l, xy, . . . . xi; p,)} 
whenever there exists a subsequence {(.x2, x?, . . . . xk; p,,)} such that 
1. x is an accumulation point of the sequence {(x>, x?, . . . . x”,;)} in 
3; and 
2. p. y = lim pk,. y holds in @ for each y E A. 
Asymptotic limits always exist. 
LEMMA 8.11. Every fundamental sequence has an asymptotic limit. 
Proof. Let {(x;, x7, . . . . x;; p,)} be a fundamental sequence. By 
Lemma 8.9 there exists a subsequence (pk,} of {pII} such that lim pk,. y 
exists in &Y for each y E A. 
Now consider the sequence { (xk,,, xp, . . . . xt?‘)} of the compact topologial 
space % and note that any accumulation point x = (x,, x1, x2, . ..) of 
{ (xfy, xp, . . . . x2)} is an allocation for the overlapping generations model. 
Therefore, (x, p) is an asymptotic limit for {(x;l, x;, . . . . xz; p,)}. b 
Prices associated with asymptotic limits are necessarily order continuous. 
LEMMA 8.12. If (x, p) is an asymptotic limit, then the price p is order 
continuous on A. 
Proof Let (x, p) be an asymptotic limit for a fundamental sequence 
{b;l? x7, . . . . xz; p,)}. It suffices to show that p is order continuous on 
each A,. 
By Lemma 8.4 we know that each p,, (n B k) is order continuous on A,. 
Since p is a pointwise limit of a subsequence of (p,} on A,, it follows from 
a classical theorem of H. Nakano that p is order continuous on A,; see 
[4, Theorem 20.23, p. 145 or 5, Corollary 13.15, p. 212 and Exercise 14, 
p. 2141. 1 
The next lemma tells us that if (x, p) is an asymptotic limit, then the 
price p supports the allocation x. 
LEMMA 8.13. If (x, p) is an asymptotic limit for a fundamental sequence, 
then the price p supports the allocation x on A. 
Proof Let (x, p) be an asymptotic limit of a fundamental sequence 
{(x;;, x;, . . . . x:; p,)}. By passing to a subsequence (and relabelling), we can 
assume without loss of generality that 
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(4 x = (x,, X,) x2, . . . 
x”)} in E; and) 
IS an accumulation point of the sequence 
{ tx;, X’I, . . . . n 
(b) p . y = lim pn. y holds in .% for each y E A. 
To see that p supports x, let y 3, x, hold in A+. Fix E > 0 and note that 
y + EON>; xi. Since x, is a weak accumulation point of the sequence 
{xl:n=l,2,...} in EixEi+, and the utility function ui is weakly 
continuous on the order bounded sets, it follows that 
holds for infinitely many n > i; see the discussion preceding Lemma 8.5. 
Thus, by the supportability of pn, we see that 
holds for infinitely many n 3 i. By (b) above, it easily follows that 
p.y+ep.coi>p.oi holds for all .s>O, and so 
as desired. 1 
Next, we shall show that if (x, p) is an asymptotic limit of a fundamental 
sequence, then budget equality holds for each consumer, i.e., we shall show 
that for each t = 0, 1,2, . . . we have 
To do this, we shall fix a fundamental sequence {(xi, x7, . . . . xz; p,)}, 
where 
x;; = (&, 0, 0, ...I. x:=(0 )...) o,x:.,x::‘,o,o ,...) for t = 1, . ..) n; . . 
and 
pn = @f,, . . . . p::, p”, + l, 0, 0, . ..). 
For an asymptotic limit (x, p) of a fundamental sequence 
{(x;t, x;, ...) x1; PJ}? we shall write as usual 
x = (x0, Xl, 742, . ..). P = (PI> P2Y.L x0 = (x& 0, 0, . ..). 
and 
x, = (0, . ..) 0, xi, xi-t’, 0, 0, ..,). 
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We can assume (by passing to a subsequence if necessary) that 
x = (x0, Xl, x2, -1 
{(x;,‘$, . ..) 
is an accumulation point of the sequence 
xi; p,)} in X; and 
(b) p.y=limp,.y for each yeA. 
LEMMA 8.14. rf {(x;1, x7, . . . . xi; p,)} is a fundamental sequence, then for 
each n we have 
1. pf, .x& =pf, . wh; and 
2. P:, 4,, =pi. o: and pL+’ . xi,:’ =pi+’ . w:+’ for t = 1, . . . . n. 
Proof: Since (x;f, x;, . . . . xz; p,) is a Walrasian equilibrium, for each 
t = 0, 1, . ..) n we have 
p;x;=pl,~x;,,+p~+‘~x:,;’ 
‘p~.o:+p~+l.w:+‘=p,.w,. (6) 
From ~~=Ox~=~~=Oo,, we see that x”,,:’ =a”,+’ holds, and so 
p, n+l .Xn+l- n,n -pn,+1 .o”,+‘. Using (6) and letting t = n, we infer that 
P”, . x:,n = P:: o:, 
i.e., the identities are true for t = n. 
From x~-~,~+x~,,=~I~_,+~~, we see that p;.~~-,,~+p;.x;,~= 
~;.cJJ:-~ +p;.w:, and so 
Letting t = n - 1 in (6) and taking into account the above equality, we see 
that 
P” 
n-l.Xn-l = n-1 
n- 1.n P, .(-J-l n-1, 
and hence our identities are also true for t = n - 1. 
Now the validity of the desired identities can be established by repeating 
the preceding arguments with t = n - 2, n - 3, . . . . l,O. 1 
Our next objective is to “take the limit” as n + cc in the identities of the 
preceding lemma. This will be done in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 8.15. Zf (x, p) is an asymptotic limit of a fundamental sequence, 
then 
pr.O:=pl.X; and pr+l .w:+l=p,+l ..x;+L 
hold for all t = 0, 1, 2, ,,. 
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Proof: Let (x, p) be an asymptotic limit for a fundamental sequence 
((x;, x1, . . . . x;; p,)>. Fix t 3 1 and let F > 0. Lemma 8.5 applied with m = 0 
and I = t guarantees the existence of a constant A4 > 0 such that 
holds for all k 2 t. 
Now from 
O<p,.o,<M (7) 
(xi, x:+‘)+E(u:, co:+‘)>, (xi, x;+y, 
the fact that each xi is a weak accumulation point of the sequence 
(x; : n = 1,2, . . . 1 in [0, ei] x [0,6,+ ,] and the weak continuity of the 
utility functions on the order bounded sets, we see that for infinitely many 
k >, t we have 
tx:, x:,‘,‘, + 44, w:+ ‘)>t (xi.,, x:,: ‘) 
and 
(x: k, XI+’ )+&(W:,O:+‘)>,(x:,,,x:,:‘,. 
Thus, in view of the supportability of pk, we see that 
pf,‘x~+p~+“x~,~‘+&pk’~,~p~‘x~,k+p~+”x~,~’ 
and 
and so from (7) and Lemma 8.13, we infer that 
p:.w:=p~.x:,dp:.x:+~M and 
*+I r+l- 
Pk ‘w, 
1+1 
-Pk ‘x,,k ‘+l<p:+‘.x;+‘+~M 
hold for infinitely many k > t. In view of p y = lim p,, y for each y E A, the 
latter inequalities imply 
p,.o:,<p,.x;+~M and Pr+i.Or I+1 < --Pr+l.-Xr ‘+‘+&M, 
for all E > 0. Hence, 
p,.u&J,.x: and p,+’ .o:+’ <p,+’ .x:+’ 
hold for all t = 1, 2, . . . A similar argument also shows that po. co: <p. .xh. 
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Finally, from the supportability relations 
pr.o:-, +pt.o:<p,.x:-, +pr.x: 
=P,.b-,+x:) 
=P,~(w:_,+w:)~p,~o:- 1+p,.w:, 
it is easy to see that 
pt 1 co: =pr. x; and PI.+, =pr.x:-, 
hold for all r = 1, 2, . . . . Hence, 
p’x,=p.o, 
also holds for each t = 0, 1, 2, . . . . as desired. 1 
To complete the proof of Theorem 8.1, it remains to be shown that the 
prices of asymptotic limits are strictly positive. This will be taken care by 
the next lemma. 
LEMMA 8.16. Zf (x, p) is an asymptotic limit of a fundamental sequence, 
then p is strictly positive, i.e., for each 0 < y E A we have 0 < p - y, 
Proof: Let (x, p) be an asymptotic limit of a fundamental sequence. We 
shall establish first that p . o, > 0 holds for each t. For t = 0, we have 
p .oO = 1 > 0. So, for the inductive argument, assume that p. o, > 0. If 
p.~!+, =0, then x,+w,+r >tx, and x,+w,+i belongs to the budget set 
of consumer t, contradicting the maximality of x, in the budget set. Hence, 
p. IX,, r > 0 must hold, and consequently, p. o, > 0 holds for each 
t = 0, I, 2, . . . . 
Now for the general case, let 0 < y E A and assume that p. y = 0. Pick 
some t such that y,>O. Then x,+y>,x, and x,+ y lies in the butget set 
of consumer t, contradicting the maximality of x, in that budget set. Hence, 
p.y>O holds for each 0<y~A. 1 
Finally, we close the paper with a remark concerning the general over- 
lapping generations model. That is, the overlapping generations model 
where we allow 
(a) k persons to be born in each time period; and 
(b) each person to live n periods. 
It is not diflicult to see that (with some appropriate modifications) the 
arguments up to Lemma 8.14 are valid in this case too. That is, it can be 
shown that if (x, p) is an asymptotic limit, then x is an allocation sup- 
409’142!1-20 
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ported by the price p. The present proofs about the budget equalities 
(Lemmas 8.14 and 8.15) cannot be replicated because they depend upon 
the two-time period assumption and the fact that each generation consists 
of a single individual. However, it is true that budget equalities also hold 
in the general case. The proof of this claim-which is rather technical in 
nature-can be found in our research monograph “Existence and 
Optimality of Competitive Equilibria,” Springer-Verlag, New York/Berlin, 
1989. 
9. THE OVERLAPPING GENERATIONS MODEL 
AND PROPER PREFERENCES 
We start our discussion by defining the Riesz space 
Under the duality 
P’Y’ f PI.Yi, 
i= 1 
the dual system (&, E’) is clearly a symmetric Riesz dual system. The 
purpose of this section is to present a condition which guarantees the exist- 
ence of equilibria for the overlapping generations model with respect o the 
Riesz dual system (&, E’). We shall say that the overlapping generations 
model has an equilibrium with respect to the Riesz dual system (&, E’) 
whenever there exists an allocation x = (x,, x1, x2, . ..) and some non-zero 
price p = (pl, p2, . ..) E E’ such that 
(i) x$,x; in ET impliesp,.x3p,.x~; 
(ii) (x, v) >, (xi, xi”) in Et+ x Et++, implies p, .x +pr+ 1 .y 2 
p,.o:+p,+, .a:+‘; and 
(iii) p. x, = p. o, holds for t = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
In our overlapping generations model each consumer t 2 1 lives in 
periods t and t + 1 and his utility function u, is defined on ET x E,T+ 1. Let 
us say that the preference 3, induced by u, is uniformly proper whenever 
there exist locally convex-solid topologies on E, and E,, 1 consistent with 
the dualities (E,, E; ) and (E, + 1, E; + 1 ) such that each 3 1 is uniformly 
proper with respect o the product topology on E, x E, + i . Equivalently, u, 
is uniformly proper if and only if it is uniformly proper for the Mackey 
topology $E,xE,+~,E:xE:+, ). The preference +0 is uniformly proper 
whenever it is uniformly proper on E,. Also, let us say that the overlapping 
generations model is proper whenever 
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(a) Each preference $ t (t = 0, 1, 2, . ..) is uniformly proper; and 
(b) Each er=w:-, +oi is a strictly positive element of E, for each 
t >/ 1. (Recall that 8, is strictly positive whenever q. e1 > 0 holds for all 
O<qeEi.) 
It should be clear that A is an ideal of & which is also dense in & with 
respect o the product of the Mackey topologies. In addition, it should be 
noted that our notion of equilibrium with respect o the Riesz dual system 
(&, E’) is an extension of the equilibrium notion of Definition 7.3. 
The objective of this section is to prove the following result. 
THEOREM 9.1. Every proper overlapping generations model has an 
equilibrium with respect to the symmetric Riesz dual system (&, E’ >. 
The proof of this theorem will be accomplished with the help of a 
theorem which is of some independent interest in its own right. So far, we 
have seen that quite often an allocation can be supported by a price on an 
ideal of the original commodity space. It is, therefore, natural to ask whether 
or not such a supporting price can be extended to the whole commodity 
space. N. C. Yannelis and W. R. Zame [46] proved that if in a finite 
economy o is strictly positive and all preferences are uniformly proper, 
then a supporting price on A, extends to a supporting price on E. Next, 
we shall state and present a different proof of this result in a more general 
context. 
THEOREM 9.2 (Yannelis and Zame). Consider a finite economy with set 
of consumers JV = { 1, . . . . n} and n positive vectors x1, . . . . x,. Let a = Cy= 1 Xi 
and let p be a positive linear functional on E such that x Bi xi in E+ implies 
p.xap.xi. 
If for some locally convex-solid topology z on E the preferences are 
untformly z-proper, then p is z-continuous on the ideal A,. 
Proof Assume that the price 0 <pi E” and the positive vectors 
xi, . . . . x, satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. For each i fix some vi > 0 
and some convex solid t-neighborhood Vi of zero such that x - clvi + z +i x 
in E+ with a>0 implies z$aVj. Put v=C~=~ vi and V=fiT=i Vi. 
Next, consider the Minkowski functional p of V, i.e., 
p(y)=inf{A>O: yeAV}, y E E. 
Clearly, p is a t-continuous seminorm on E. Now let 0 <z < a = I;= 1 xi. 
By the Riesz decomposition property we can write z = C:= i zi with 
0 dzi<xi for each i. Let ~1, =p(z,), and let E >O be fixed. Put 
yi = xj + (cli + &)Vj - zi 2 0, and note that xi=y,(oli+ E)v~+ ~~20. If 
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~1; - (cli + &)oi + zi+, yj holds, then by the uniform z-properness of +,, we 
see that z, 4 (a, + E) V, contrary to p(z,) = cli. Therefore, Y,>~ - (c(, + E)U, + 
z, = xi holds, and so by the supportability of p, we obtain that 
p.y,ap.x,=p. [y,- (CLj+F)U,+zj] 
=p.Y,-(~,+E)p.v,+p.z;. 
Hence, p z, 6 (c(~ +E) p. vi holds for each i and all E > 0, and so 
This implies 
p.z= i p.zr< 
i= 1 
for all z with 0 < z <a. An easy argument now shows that 
Ip.zl6 (P.u)P(z) 
holds for all ZE A,, and so p is r-continuous on A,. 1 
We continue our discussion with one more lemma dealing with proper 
preferences. 
LEMMA 9.3. Assume that 
(a) (E, E’) is a Riesz dual system; 
(b) t is a locally convex-solid topology on E consistent with (E, E’); 
(c) A is a r-dense ideal of E, and 
(d) $ is a preference relation on E+. 
Then the preference 3 is uniformly r-proper tj” and only tf there exists a 
z-neighborhood V of zero and some 0 < v E A such that 
x-ctu+z&xinE+ with cc>0 implies z$ctV. 
Proof: Assume that 3 is uniformly t-proper. Pick a r-neighborhood W 
of zero and some 0 < u E E such that 
x--cru+z+x in E+ with cx>O implies z$crW. (8) 
Choose a convex solid z-neighborhood V of zero with V + Vc W and 
u$ V. Since A is z-dense in E, there exists some v E A with u - v E V. 
Replacing u by u A u+ (and taking into account the inequality 
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(U-U A u+I < IU - VI), we can assume that 0 <a < u holds. Now we claim 
that 
x - cxv + z 3 x in E+ with c( > 0 implies z 4 c1 V’. 
Indeed, if X-CID + z+x holds in Ef with tl> 0, then from (8) and the 
relation 
x-uu+ [z-u(u-u)] =x-uu+z~x, 
we see that z - CI(V - U) $ u W. On the other hand, if z E orl/, then 
z-a(u-tJ)E:aV+uv==u(V+ V)GUW, 
which is impossible. Hence, z 4 aV, and the proof of the lemma is 
finished. 1 
Recall that an element 0 <x E E is said to be strictly positive or a quasi- 
interior point (in symbols, x 9 0) whenever p . x > 0 holds for all 0 <p E E’. 
It is well known that an element 0 < x E E is strictly positive if and only if 
its principal ideal A, is weakly dense in E; see [S, pp. 259-2601. 
Now let us complete the proof of Theorem 9.1. To this end, assume that 
the overlapping generations model is proper. By Theorem 8.1, we know 
that there exists an equilibrium (x, p), where 
x = (x0, Xl, x2, . ..I and P= (PI, P2> . ..). 
Let t be lixed. Note that the price p = (pl, p2, . ..) EA’ supports the vectors 
x0, x,, . . . . x, on A. Since the preferences are uniformly proper on E with 
respect to the product of the Mackey topologies r and A is z-dense in E, 
it follows from Lemma 9.3 that the preferences are also uniformly t-proper 
on A. Thus, by Theorem 9.2, we infer that the price p is z-continuous on 
A,, wherea=~~=,~~.SinceO,xO,x ... xO,xOxO...isanidealofA,, 
we see that the individual price pr is a( E,, Ei)-continuous on 0,. 
Since 0, is dense in E,, the price p,: 0, -+ %? has a unique continuous 
extension p: on E,. We claim that the price p* = (pr, p; ,...) E E’ supports 
x on I,&. To see this, let y 3, x, in E,+ x E,++ i. Fix 6 > 0 and then pick 
a net {yll} c 0: x O,?+, with ya 5 y + 60,. Replacing {y,} by 
{y, A (y + do,)}, we can assume that {y,} is order bounded. In view of 
ya s y + ?5wt, y + 60, >i xi and the weak continuity of the utility functions 
on the order bounded sets, we can also assume that y&>, x, holds for 
all CI. Thus, by the supportability of p on A, we get p . y, > p . w, for all ~1, 
and by the weak continuity of p* on E, x E,, , , we see that 
p*.y+sp*.o,2p* . w, for all 6 > 0. Thus, y $, x, in E,? x Et++ I implies 
p* . y 2 p* . or, and the proof of Theorem 9.1 is complete. 
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